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NEGATIVE(EMOTIONS(ARE(RISK(FACTORS(
• Nega4ve(emo4ons(interact(with(the(chronic(pain(experience.((
• Nega4ve(emo4ons(affect(physical,(as(well(as(emo4onal,(health(and(illness.(

(
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PROTECTION(FROM(NEGATIVE(EMOTIONS(
Manage negative emotions constructively.  
Harness positive psychology principles.  
Heal from chronic pain. 
(
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MANAGING(EMOTIONAL(CHALLENGES(
Learn specific skills to manage emotional challenges, for physical pain relief. 
(
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Part(4:(EXPERIENTIAL(EXERCISES(FOR(HEALING.((
Learn specific exercises and tools to train your brain and nervous system to 
heal and become more balanced. 
(

(
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Part(1:(RISK(FACTORS:(EMOTIONS(AND(CHRONIC(PAIN(
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NEGATIVE(EMOTIONS(ARE(RISK(FACTORS(FOR(CHRONIC(PAIN(
• Nega4ve(emo4ons(interact(with(the(chronic(pain(experience.((
• Nega4ve(emo4ons(affect(physical,(as(well(as(emo4onal,(health(and(illness.(

(
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Emo4ons(affect(the(progression(of(chronic(pain((as(well(as(health)(and(are(crucial(for(
healing,)wellness,)wellbeing)and)effec0ve)self)care.(
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Emo4ons(such(as(depression,)anxiety,)shame,)frustra0on,)hopelessness,)and)anger)
are(normal(and(universal(in(the(course(of(chronic(pain.(
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Learning(to(recognize(and(handle(these(emo4ons(more(effec4vely(can(empower(you(
to(live(more(comfortably,(with(less(pain.(
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Difficult(emo4ons(maintain(and(worsen(chronic(pain(condi4ons:)
back)pain)
headache)
temporomandibular)disorders)
and)many)more.(
(
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Difficult(emo4ons(can(affect(not(only(our(minds,(but(also(our(physiology(and(the(
progression(of(pain.((
(

(
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There may be a belief that the pain is �all in your head� or �psychosomatic� 
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The traditional Western medical paradigm, originating hundreds of years ago, 
separated �mind and emotions� from the �physical body�, treating them as 
separate, unrelated entities 
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• However,(recent(research(from(the(field(of(psychoneuroimmunology((PNI)(informs(us(that(our(minds(and(bodies(are(
anatomically(and(physiologically(connected.(
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• Our(brains(do(not(dis4nguish(whether(a(stressor(is(physical(or(psychological,(and(creates(the(same(cascades(of(hormones(and(
neurotransmiXers(
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• Nega4ve(emo4ons(do(not(cause(chronic(pain(syndromes,(but(can(definitely(maintain(or(worsen(pain(
• Therefore,(understanding(how(to(recognize(and(deal(with(these(emo4ons(can(empower(healing(

(
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Let�s clarify some of  the more common NE associated with chronic pain 

These may have been present before the pain began, or may have developed in response 
to having chronic pain 

Some of  the more common NE include: sadness, depression, fear, anxiety, anger, guilt, 
shame, loneliness, frustration, jealousy, despair and disgust 
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One of  the most common emotional responses to pain is depression 

Some draw a distinction between depression and sadness 

The cycle of  depression and pain 

(
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If  unaddressed, can lead to: increased pain, fatigue, sleep disturbance, physical 
deconditioning, social isolation, family conflict, confused thinking, and loss of  interest 
participating in daily activities and one�s own rehabilitation 

(
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Fear = response to specific threat.  
Anxiety = more generalized response. 
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Particularly important because it can affect the functioning of the autonomic 
nervous system (ANS), which can heighten muscle tension, alter the function 
of nerves that transmit pain signals, and seriously intensify pre-existing pain 
symptoms 
(
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• In(acute(pain,(our(alarm(system(serves(an(important(func4on(in(protec4ng(us((hand(over(flame,(sudden(pain(and(pressure(in(
the(chest)(

• In(chronic(pain,(our(alarm(system(goes(awry,(signaling(a(threat(when(a(threat(doesn’t(exist.(

(
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This leads to tightened muscles, aggravated nerve channels, worry, and other responses that worsen pain 

Depression, anxiety and other NE can heighten this �false alarm� reaction, severely intensifying chronic pain symptoms 

(
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• Increased(frequency(and(intensity(of(pain(
• Lower(tolerance(for,(and(increased(sensi4vity(to,(pain(
• Increased(use(of(pain(medica4ons,(with(decreased(relief(
• Increased(fa4gue(and(pain\related(disability(
• Greater(impact(of(pain(on(thoughts(and(daily(func4oning(
• Increased(feelings(of(hopelessness(and(pessimism(about(one�s(ability(to(cope(with(or(recover(from(chronic(pain(
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The Good News 

There is much that you can learn to do to manage NE more effectively! 

By recognizing and altering our response to NE, as well as by utilizing principles of  
Positive Psychology, one�s healing can be accelerated, and the negative consequences of  
poorly managed NE can be avoided. 

These protective factors will be discussed in the next section of  this presentation. 

(
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